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A gripping standalone adult contemporary romance about finding yourself while taking a second chance at
your first love...

Dakota Nakos was always the resilient, strong-willed achiever. But when her father dies and she's entrusted
with the family's casino, she feels vulnerable, scared, and more than a little emotional --not exactly the best
time to see an old lover she's never really gotten over.

Dakota once meant the world to Shane Garrity. Then suddenly he left town to train as a U.S. Marshal, and
their love for each other crashed into a memory. Now he's come home for her father's funeral, and one look
at the girl he left behind stirs up both memories and regrets, and reignites a fire he feared he'd lost forever.

Dakota may be the same driven girl she always was, but she's also changed in ways neither could have
anticipated. She's not just a young woman searching for own identity in the Native American community in
which she was raised, but one questioning her new life outside her father's shadow. Above all she wonders if
Shane can push past her weakened defenses to rekindle what they once had, or whether the intense blaze
between them will ultimately reduce her heart to ashes.
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From reader reviews:

Daniel Starkey:

Do you have favorite book? When you have, what is your favorite's book? Publication is very important
thing for us to understand everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or goal; it means that e-
book has different type. Some people sense enjoy to spend their time and energy to read a book. They can be
reading whatever they get because their hobby is definitely reading a book. Consider the person who don't
like looking at a book? Sometime, man feel need book when they found difficult problem as well as exercise.
Well, probably you will require this Two of Hearts.

Treva Ritter:

In this 21st centuries, people become competitive in most way. By being competitive now, people have do
something to make all of them survives, being in the middle of typically the crowded place and notice by
means of surrounding. One thing that occasionally many people have underestimated the idea for a while is
reading. Sure, by reading a book your ability to survive raise then having chance to stand up than other is
high. To suit your needs who want to start reading some sort of book, we give you this kind of Two of Hearts
book as starter and daily reading book. Why, because this book is greater than just a book.

Irene Gamino:

Nowadays reading books be a little more than want or need but also work as a life style. This reading
addiction give you lot of advantages. The benefits you got of course the knowledge your information inside
the book this improve your knowledge and information. The details you get based on what kind of book you
read, if you want have more knowledge just go with schooling books but if you want really feel happy read
one with theme for entertaining such as comic or novel. The Two of Hearts is kind of e-book which is giving
the reader erratic experience.

Rick Fairchild:

Reading a book can be one of a lot of exercise that everyone in the world loves. Do you like reading book
and so. There are a lot of reasons why people love it. First reading a reserve will give you a lot of new data.
When you read a e-book you will get new information due to the fact book is one of a number of ways to
share the information or their idea. Second, reading through a book will make you more imaginative. When
you looking at a book especially fictional works book the author will bring someone to imagine the story
how the figures do it anything. Third, it is possible to share your knowledge to some others. When you read
this Two of Hearts, you could tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours book. Your
knowledge can inspire others, make them reading a guide.
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